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St Mary’s Church in Barby, Northamptonshire, dates from around the thirteenth century. It is
built from local yellow sandstone and Warwickshire red sandstone.

Until the year 2002, the tower, dating from 1660, housed four bells. In his history of the
county (researched in the first decades of the eighteenth century), Bridges stated that they
were housed in the tower built with a steeple, but there is no reference to a steeple
elsewhere, although steeples were traditional in Northamptonshire.

The bells date from 1606 to 1641 and are still in use today. The first bell is dated 1641; the
second 1606; the third, inscribed Santa Catarina, is without a date; and the fourth is dated
1622. Their weights (as measured in 1902) range from 8 cwt (about 400 kg) to 14.5 cwt
(about 735 kg). The tower also accommodates a cracked bell, dated 1602, which is said to
have come from a small chapel which existed formerly in Onley, at that time a hamlet in the
parish.

The ringing patterns and death knell of the bells were recorded by Thomas North in his book
on Northamptonshire church bells published in 1878.

At the end of the nineteenth century, the bells were in poor condition: one had a piece of the
soundbow missing, another was cracked, and the other two had been badly worn by the
striking of the clappers. In 1902, two bell foundries were asked to inspect the bells and
provide estimates of the cost of refurbishment.
John Taylor & Co, Bell Founders & Bell Hangers of Loughborough, submitted that ‘the two
largest bells being cracked must be recast. The other two appear to be sound but are much
worn by the clappers … They should be quarter turned so that the clappers would strike them
on fresh places’. Mears & Stainbank, Church Bell Foundry of 34 Whitechapel Road, East
London, concurred with this analysis. They added that:

The Tenor has a large piece broken out of the soundbox, which has quite destroyed its
tone … The two smaller bells … are not nicely in tune together, but they are of fair
tone, and when they have been properly tuned and quarter turned, and the large bells
recast they will form a pleasing set of four. The quarter turning will not necessitate any
mutilation of the old bells, the alteration being effected by simply attaching to the old
crown staple a new one to reverse the action of the clapper.
The inspections also covered the bells’ support system. John Taylor reported: ‘As to the
fittings and framework there is nothing to be said but that they are in a most dilapidated
condition and thoroughly worn out and must consequently be entirely renewed’. Mears &
Stainbank added: ‘The Framework … has been wedged and built into the tower walls in all

directions, and nothing less than entirely new Frames and supporting beams would be of
service’.
Mears & Stainbank’s estimate specified that the fittings were to consist of ‘Clappers, Elm
Headstocks, with steel gudgeons in iron shields, gun metal bearings in iron carriages, oak
wheels, wrought iron wheel braces, stays, sliders, rollers, ropes and 2 reversed staples for the
old bells’ together with a ‘new Bell frame of best seasoned English oak, properly mortised and
the joints secured with double strap bolts coupled together with long vertical bolts through
each brace the entire depth of frame’. The new framework was to include an extra bell space
as the Rector, Rev Mitchison, was contemplating the purchase of a fifth bell.

The work was carried out by John Taylor &
Co, but was not completed until 1922,
perhaps, as this newspaper report from the
Rugby Advertiser of 8 December 1922
suggests, because of a shortage of funding.

Nearly eighty years later, in May 2001, a band
of visiting bellringers suggested that a fifth bell
be added to the existing ring. The Barby
bellringers (Eileen Thompson, Ros Atchison,
Kathy Turrell, Mike Cook, Peter Box and
Hazel Parsons) decided to find a bell with
which to commemorate the Golden Jubilee of
Queen Elizabeth II. Assisted by David Kelly,
one of the visiting ringers, they searched for a
suitable second-hand bell through the Keltek
Trust. By the end of the year, the Trust had
found a bell which they could buy for £1500.
The bell-ringers set about raising funds and,
within six months, raised £8000 from
donations, grants and fundraising events. This sum was sufficient to cover the costs of the
new bell, its hanging and restoration of the existing four. Grants were received from the
Central Council of Church Bell Ringers, the Peterborough Diocesan Church Bell Ringers, the
Sharpe Trustees and Northamptonshire Historic Churches Trust. Eayre & Smith Limited, Bell
Hangers of Derby, began work in July 2002 and the bell was dedicated at the Harvest Festival
Evensong in September of that year.

The new bell (left in a photo by Hazel Parsons) was
the largest of three bells from a quarry in Llandybie,
Swansea. It was expected ‘to fit without tuning as the
note is only a few cents different to the ideal’. It came
originally from the Mears foundry; its date was
probably 1871, as the other two bells of the set were
so dated.

The set of five bells is now rung on a regular basis for
services and special occasions, continuing a long
tradition, as local newspaper reports record. They
are also popular for weddings.

Left: 12 November 1948
Above: 19 November 1948

The bell ringers practise once a week and are members of the Daventry branch of the
Peterborough Guild of Church Bellringers, who meet monthly.

BELLRINGERS AT WORK ON 11 NOVEMBER 2018
Left to right: Eileen Thompson, David Cooke, Mike Cooke, John Thompson, Douglas Thompson

More photographs of the bells, their fittings and the bellringers, taken in 2011 by Norman
Smith, can be found at barbyandonleyparishcouncil.co.uk, the website of Barby & Onley
Parish Council.

The photograph below was given to the Group by Henry Flavel (1922-2018), but is undated.
It may have been taken in 1922, when the work planned in 1902 was finally completed.
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